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About This Content

Unlock all 20 characters in DEAD OR ALIVE 6: Core Fighters.

This set may be offered as a free trial for a limited time in the future.

Characters included:
Ayane, Tina, Leifang, Helena, Christie, Kokoro, La Mariposa, Mila, Marie Rose, Honoka, NiCO, Hayabusa, Hayate, Jann Lee,

Zack, Bayman, Brad Wong, Eliot, Rig, Raidou.
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Title: DEAD OR ALIVE 6: Core Fighters 20 Character Set
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 （64bit）

Processor: Intel Core i5-4690 or over

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 50 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 or over

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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There is one con I could think of, just one : There's no online multiplayer. This means that if you absolutely want to play with
friends, they NEED to be in the same room as you. This doesn't seem like a big problem, but not all your firends would be up to
comming over just to play a game.

Other than that, I absolutely love this. I love the challenge, I dodging bullets and even shooting bullets. There is genuine
satisfaction after beating an area and you feel like a pro when you beat a level without loosing a life. There's a difficulty
selection but it doesn't really affect the real challenge of the game : shooting everyone and dodging attacks.

When you shoot you stand still and the cursor moves weither or not you're shooting; occationnaly, there's an ennemy with a
knife that shows in the same plane as the player (that you can't shoot) so you have to hit the attack button when he's close for a
melee attack; if you have trouble with a certain though ennemy, you can rapidly tap the attack button to charge a stunning attack
to give some breathing time. If all of this seems hard, just know that you can do a quick dodge with the jump button, you could
just jump OR as previously mentionned, you can shoot the ennemies' bullets.

But what really is going to be the source of your challenge is the character you pick. Clint and Annie are the standard "normal
mode", they're the way the game is meant to be originally played; next they're Doris who's the slowest character, but she's has
hard hitting grenades that can make quick work out most ennemies as well as a wider stun attack; and finally there's the dog
Bullet, who has a remote drone that does the shooting, who's a smaller target, who can get picked up by his drone to float to the
top of the screen and that doesn't die if the drone get's hit. Bullet's only drawbacks is that when you fire, the drones's cursor is
locked to an single area until you stop firing and you can't shoot ennemy projectiles.

Animations are great, the remastered tracks are fantastic and it's fun all around, highly recommend this game.. Words don't do
this game justice. Groaning sounds, gagging...even snoring come closer to touching on the feelings I have playing this game.
This is a starring simulator, not a game.

I was initially attracted to the art. The usage of green seemed to evoke an artistic style. Immidiately I gave the creator credit for
his sense of Retro Techno. Now, I realize I jumped to the wrong conclusion. The reason it's green is because he can't code in
any other palette.

PROS
+ Cool looking retro art

CONS
- Little to no instructions, figure it out as you go
- Pre-release version and final version are virtually identical
- Not much to do and little control over events
- Minimalistic art style is initially intriguing until you realize this must have been his homework for class

No matter what the discount is, it's probably not going to lower the cost enough to make it worthwhile to own.
. incredible walking simulator/puzzle game.. Great game! I'm always on the lookout for indie horror \/ psychological titles and I
hit the jackpot with this one. Good story & mechanics are clearly explained. If you would happen to need further help, there is
also a complete walkthrough. ( just click discussions ) XD. For some reason i like it, and i caught a very nice fish! :)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXfsDzhYV7s
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3 years into VR, and this is quickly becoming one of my favorites. Easy to pick up and play for a round and it's hard enough to
challenge most gamers (took my quite a few times to win my first match on easy.) Tutorial could be more clear and the interface
is clunky (still not sure how to hit buttons in the menu sometimes.) Otherwise, it's a blast! Great job devs!. I can't praise this
game highly enough. What I thought would be a quick little point and click was actually way more involved and kept me
entertained for five ish hours.

The cons;
Soooooo many typos!
Controls can be a bit of a pain and take some getting used to
Some puzzle solutions would never be worked out without the guide.
The ending really just ruined the whole thing for me.

Pros;
Gorgeous looking game
Good voice acting
Really well made
Clever
A lot of thought has gone into it.
A lot bigger than I thought
Made me think
Spooky and a new twist on a genre that often feels tired
Complete bargain for 55p

I would say this game should be played by everyone, but I'm still irritated by the ending. After so much thought and work that
the game clearly had put into it, the ending felt lazy and like the designers got bored and wanted to move on to something else..
This is an exciting sport as well as a rhythm game! Most of the songs in this game are sung in Japanese, but what you do is
simple. Just hitting flying notes by your controller (expressed as mics in VR) is what you must do. So you can enjoy this game
perfectly whether you can understand Japanese or not.

I recommend "Windbreaker", a song in this game. I love this song.. It\u2019s brilliant for uploading to youtube\/recording your
games and streaming to twitch. The issue I have the most is it will let me stream to YouTube fine then next time I go to do it it
won\u2019t work. I don\u2019t know if it\u2019s a YouTube issue but I doubt it and reckon there\u2019s a bug of some sort.
Needs fixed Imo as it\u2019s why I purchased it in the first place.
Gets a 3 out of 5 for me. bob was hungry,
he's a junky,
controls' buggy,
eyes are runny,
fingers crumbly,
gameplay funny,
worth the money!

<3. This was a very good game! I enjoyed it very much! Some of the quests seemed a bit juvenile but overall it was great. In the
beginning, it is somewhat difficult to obtain the money you need to upgrade gear but it does get to be quite a bit easier later on.
It had an intersting story line and visable monsters, both of which are a must have for me. All in all DEFINITELY worth the
price!. it was 1.99 when i bouht it on sell. How is♥♥♥♥♥♥like this even allowed on Steam. FFS Valve..... TL;DR: Its new and
a little buggy but really fun. ("zen mode" in options removes the timer)

A VR experiance where the objective is to destroy everything. my childhood dreams are getting closer and closer.

Housekeeping VR is a fun little explore and destroy everything in your path kinda game. It got a pretty good smile in me
and had me accidnetly punch my computer desk a few time on accident thrashing around breaking everything in the game. I
guess I need a bigger playing area or foam padding on my controllers.

Here are a few things to point out. the "main game" is timed and its a pretty short timer however this is fine because in the
options they have a "zen mode" where it removes the timer and money earning system and you just go around and break things
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taking your time.

I havent played much but I did enjoy all the little hidden things, the ghosts, the hidden room etc. Idk i just love stuff like that.
Im sure there is\/ will be alot more in future updates. maybe hidden rooms behind walls. there is alot of room here for
expansions beyond just breaking stuff. so many mini game ideas are running through my head with targets and mazes etc with
this gameplay mechanic.

the game is at the time of writing this review very new and still being delevoped and It does show but its stuff I can look past as
long as the devs keep working on this game. few things the game (i think when its loading things) gets very jittery. and fazes in
and out of the game. also the hands are backwards so I need to switch my left and right controllers when I play.
also another thing I just wanna put in here if the Devs are reading. the stuff seems to weak or im too strong. I feel like the Hulk
trying to handle fine china sometimes. I try and pick a bottle up and it just explodes in my hands almost every time.

Overall for the price at the moment it is fun. It does need more in the future but for a preview and. Is it alpha or beta? ...im not
sure\/ but still early development, its good.
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